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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
A method for predic ting the tlme·dependent nature 
of fIne fuel mOisture IS bad ly needed to suppon fire 
behavior predicllon systems used In 'lte management 
01 the models available. none met all the requirements 
01 the BEHAVE fire behavIor predic tion system The 
Canadian Fir Fuel Moist ure Code (FFMC) came 
r.;loses t to meet ing our needs and was selec ted as a 
base model. Improvement s to the FFMC were concen-
trated on providing a means 0 1 accounllng for annual 
and diurnal variation due to solar heating of woody 
fuels . Thi S was necessary because the FFMC was 
developed for fuels located WIt hin forest stands. a 
generally shaded condit ion Solar heating raises the 
temperature of the fuel surface and lowers the re la tive 
humidity of the film of aIr surrounding the fue l partl ' 
c.le Form ulas describing th iS near·fuel environment 
produce the temperature and relatIve humidity that are 
then used by FFMC to derive the moisture content 
The solar in tensity that drives the fuel temperature 
and relative humidity accounts for la titude. ti me of 
year. time of day. aspect. slope, elevation. 
atmospheric haze. and shade. Shade can be from 
c louds or overstory trees. Provisions are made to 
guide the user through tree descriptors necessary to 
determine expec ted amount 01 shade 
Basic operat ion of the model Will determine line fuel 
mois ture for early afternoon. ProvISions are made tor 
extend ing the predict ion over the nexi 24 hours (day or 
night) by use of a diurnal code developed In Canada 
and adapted lor this model. II uses predic tion 0 1 
weather condi tions at sunset and sunrise to ex tend 
the model capabil i ties throughout the diurna l cycle 
The model was tested against act~al mOIsture data 
taken from general fuel types in Texas. Arizona. Idaho. 
and Alaska. II consistently proved to be a beller 
predictor 0 1 moisture than currentl y opera t ing 
procedures. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The model described here was developed to predict fuel moisture content of 
fine fuels for use with the BEHAVE fire behavior prediction and fuel modeling 
system. BEHAVE is a computer system designed to aid fire managers and 
field personnel to assess fire situations and carry out operational planning 
(Andrews 1986; Burgan and Rothermel 1984). BEHAVE requires a model 
that will predict fine fuel moisture over a wide variety of conditions. We had 
planned to predict fine fuel moisture with the procedures developed for use by 
fire behavior officers (FBO·s). described by Rothermel (1983); however. 
BEHAVE will be used over a wider range of conditions than the relatively dry 
situations encountered by FBO's on escaped fires. Consequently. a more robust 
model is needed. A review by Simard and Main (1982) of the available moisture 
models identified the Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code as the best choice. To 
use it. throughout the wide range of conditions found in this country. however. 
required modifications and additions. The major change was the method of 
accounting for drying of surface fuels by solar radiation. Other changes include 
a new method of initiating the model at any time of the season without a com· 
plete record of weather data prior to the startup time. and a method for 
integrating the daily code with a diurnal code for estimating fine fuel moisture 
at any time of the day or night. 
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION 
Fine fuel moisture is one of the primary factors controlling the behavior of 
wildland fires (Barrows 1951). Methods for predicting it have been sought for 
many years by those seeking means for rating fire behavior IVan Wagner 1974; 
Fosberg and Deeming 1971; Deeming and others 1972; Luke and McArthur 
1978; Rothermel 1983). Various methods have been under scrutiny for some 
time. Simard and Main (1982) recently published a comprehensive comparison 
of moisture prediction systems. Their analysis. based on fine fuels and litter 
from jack pine logging slash in Minnesota. concluded that: 
Predictions from the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index iFWIi 
models and some meteorological elements were superior to the 
National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) models for every 
fuel tested. It appears that the FWI models are weU suited to mois t 
climates. whereas the NFDRS models work bet ter under dry 
conditions. 
In fairness . it should be pointed out that the NFDRS system is intended to 
indicate the worst·case condition. and Simard and Main 's data did not include 
the lo-hour stick moisture measurement. This is an important element in the 
NFDRS system to account for seasonal changes. 
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Becaulle the FBO procedures (Rothermel 1983) are based in part on the 
NFDRS models. and beeaulle users of BEHAVE .. ill not usually have lO·hour 
otick moiature data available ... e decided to evaluate the Canadian Fine Fuel 
Moioture Code for Ulle with BEHAVE. 
The Fine Fuel Moiotur. Code (FFMC) is a component of the Canadian Forest 
Fire Weather Ind.,. System (Canadian Forestry Service 1984). The titerature is 
rich .. ith deocriptors of the Canadian Fire Weather Index and the moisture 
cod~a. We will not attempt to .ummarize it all here. Van Wagner (1974) 
ducribes the evolution of the ind.x: 
The FFMC .... d.veloped from concurrent weather and fuel moisture 
data obtained in pine stands at Petawawa. Ontario. DY mUltiple corre-
lation of preMIIt moisture content with current w.ather and previous 
day's moiHure content. AlthollBh pine needle. are relatively fast dry. 
ing. they found that th.re .... a substantial .ffect of the previous 
day's mo .. ture content .. hich meant that drying cannot be assumed 
to be instantaneous. Thua. the method of eotimating fuel moi.ture is 
baaed on a known or previous value and adjustment to it according 
to weather during the intervening 24 houra. The rate of change is 
commensurata with atmospheric conditiona impoaed upon the fuel 
and the final equilibrium valu • . Thia cod. calculateo a daily value of 
fine fuel moisture for tbe aftarnoon. 
The idea of yeatarday's fuel moiature content affecting today·. fine fuel mois. 
ture contant may be hard to accept by thoae trained to equate fine fuels with 
I·hour time lap. However. recent information sho ... that some conifer needles 
have time lap as lona .. 30 hour. (Anderson 1985). Th.1Ie fuel. will not come 
cloee to equiUbrium in • typical 24·hour diurnal cycle. 
Becau.. the FFMC was developed from d.ta tak.n beneath a canopy of jack 
pine ez... it caDDOt adequately account for drying of fu.ls .xpoaed to the .un; 
• condition important to the fuels in a large part of the world. 
The effecta of solar radi.tion on fuel moisture and fire hazard were recognized 
early in the preaent century (for exampl • • Plummer 1912). G .. t and Stickel 
(1929) found th.t "diminution in the radiation intenaity incident upon the duff 
reducea the r.ta .t which the duff moisture contant decreaoes during the day." 
and further auggeeted " .. . the importance of a cloud · .... th.r .ye· to p.trol· 
men. By eatimatina cloudiDeu. the probable hazard can be e.timated.·· 
Oiaborne (1928) givea data for expowrea to different total. of radi.tion and 
col!cludea that determining chanaea in moisture i. of valu. only .. h.n the 
amount of IhMlcIlnc from aunllght ia variad. Oisborn. (1933) hypothesized a 
mechanlam of wiDd and aolar radiation to account for observation. of d.ad 
wood lying on the ground being drier than in air. Aaain. Gisbome (1936). 
exp~ the oper.tion of hla fenet fire danaer metar. referenced the work of 
Hornby (1936) who aJao amphaaJzecl expoauro to sun and wind in fuel cl ... ifica· 
tion. Byram (1940) reported th.t hia experiment ahowed excellent .vidence that 
the effects of wiDd and aunahlno on fuel moiature are not additive. but partially 
compenaatlnc; that tha ...... gy of aunahlno _ to be • very pow.rful drying 
..... t . and wiDd prevents lOme of thla ...... gy from being .bsorbed by the fu.I.; 
and. further. that the reflection factor of fuela has con.lderable .ffect on their 
moist-ure content wben expoaed to aunllght-black .ticks absorbing more than 
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white. hence having lower moisture contents. Countryman (1977) found mois· 
ture variation under a ponderosa pine stand (Pin u.s ponderosa Laws.1 to have 
significant variation within short distances-enough to offset ignition and fire 
behavior significantly. These variations were found to be caused primarily by 
.olar radiation reaching some titter areas through openings in the crown canopy 
and cooling directly under the openings at night. Catchpole and Catchpole 
(1983) found that a large portion of the variation in spread rate of experimental 
gras. fire. in Au.traJia (statistical variation between fires) could be attributed 
to the degree of cloud cover. 
In 1943 Byram and Jemison reported on a method they developed whereby 
radiation intensity could be determined for any season of year. hour of day. 
slope. and .. opeet. They estabti.hed a relationship of solar radiation intensity to 
.urface fuel moisture equilibria and rates of dryin~ . Van Wagner (1969) used 
Byram and Jemison's model a. a basis for inve.tigating the effect of solar 
heating and wind on the .urface temperature of jack pine needles and quaking 
aspen leaves. He obtained re.ults .imilar .0 theirs with a stightly different 
mathematical form. The solar heating section of our model is an extension and 
apptication of Byram and Jemison·s original idea. 
In tbe interim many autbor! huve investigated solar irradiance on the terre.· 
trial .urface IKimball1919; Bates and Henry 1928; Okanoue 1957; Lee 1962: 
Loewe 1962; Kaufmann and Weatherred 1982; Running and Hungerford 1983). 
The correct oolar·terrestrial geometry varie. among authors only in detail. 
Our customer. will be oriented to local .tandard time; to measuring slope 
a.peet clockwise from north; to mea.uring slope angle positive (up) in the sense 
opposite the slope .. peet ... etc. 
We wi.h a100 to circumvent the popular concept of "equivalent .Iope" 
beeause of the geometric difficulties encountered when the shade trees are 
.tanding at tilted .Iant angles on that "equivalent horizontal slope." (See. for 
example. Okanoue. Lee. Kaufmann and Weatherred.) 
OBJECTIVES 
Our objectives in developing a new model are to predict the moisture of fine 
dead fuels with greater accuracy over a wider range of conditions and times 
than pos.ible with the FBO procedures (Rothermel 1983), The main concerns 
with the FBO .ystem are ito inability to account for precipitation prior to the 
day of the fire and its tendency in northern latitudes to underestimate moisture 
values of fuels beneath fore.t canopy. 
Simard and Main .uggest at least five characteri.tics of a fuel and its 
environment that must be .peeified when developing a predictive model: 
1. Composition of the material (wood. needles. leaves. gra.s). 
2. Presence of surface layer (bark. wax). 
3. Thicknes. (diameter of .. ood) . 
4. Location (on. off the ground). 
5. Environment (under a canopy. in the open). 
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A summary of the characteristics to be accounted for by this model is given 
below: 
l. The model will be applicable to fine dead fuels. needles. leaves. cured 
herbaceous plants. and dead stems less than one-fourth inch in diameter. 
2. The model should be sensitive to atmospheric moisture. This is the most 
common factor in all models whert:in an equilibrium fuel moisture is determined 
based on air temperature and humidity and the fuel moisture is continually 
seeking this equilibrium value. (The influence of soil moisture on fuel moisture. 
perhaps through dew formation, is an important consideration for future 
revisions to this model.) 
3. The model should be sensitive to the drying effect of solar radiation. This 
requires a considerable amount of additional information. The amount of solar 
heating depends upon day length. sun angle. windspeed. and shade. These. in 
turn. depend upon time of year. latitude. slope, aspect. cloud cover. and 
overstory conditions. 
4. The model should be sensitive to precipitation occurring within 7 days 
preceding the fire. 
5. The mroel should be capable of predicting fuel moisture any time of the 
day or night. 
6. The model should be capable of accounting for elevation differences by 
adjusting temperature and humidity to fire locations above or below the 
position where they are measured. 
7. Inputs must be available to a knowledgeable person without requiring a 
previously assembled weather data file. 
B. Because the fuel moisture is intended for use in a fire behavior model 
IRothermel 1972: Albini 1976). wherein fires are in fuels with moistures less 
than a specified moisture of extinction (usually less than 30 percent). attention 
will be concentrated on accuracy at the lower levels. 
9. The model should account for atmospheric haze. 
Considerations omitted at this time are: 
1. Differences in moisture because fuels are either standing (such as grass) or 
lying on the ground. 
2. Differences between freshly fallen and old litter. 
3. Differences caused by fuel coating. such as bark or wax. 
4. The effect of dew. 
5. The effect of moisture in the duff and soil h<!neath the litter layer. 
The reasons for omitting these influences at this time are threefold: (I) We do 
not have the necessary information to model the process; (2) every new model 
requires data from the user when applying the model. and it is not clear how 
some of these data would be known to the user: and (3) a necessity to derive a 
solution in a reasonable time. with a strong expectation that the planned 
improvements will make the model significantly better than present methods. 
MODEL LOGIC AND EQUATIONS 
A simplified model flow diagram is shown in figure I. There are six major 
sections to the model: 
1. Initialization (accounting for previous weather). 
2. Current situation (time. site description. weather forecast). 
3. Correction for elevation. 
4. Correction for solar heating (adjusting air temperature and relative 
humidity to fuel level). 
. _ r c ~?'I m.1I ?lJ 
Initialization 
Figure t.-Flow diagram of fine fuel moisture model. 
5. Calculation of early afternoon fine fuel moisture. 
6. Diurnal adjustment of fuel moisture. 
Briefly. the model shown in figure 1 is used as follows. I t must be initiated 
by one of five options that appraise the weather for 3 to 7 days preceding the 
day on which a prediction is wanted. This is necessary to establish a reference 
moisture value for the day preceding the day on which a prediction is wanted. 
The five options are designed to accommodate the type of information the user 
might know about preceding weather events. 
The inputs describe the prediction day weather and site conditions. The eleva-
tion correction is designed to adjust the air temperature and humidity 1 from 
the elevation where they were measured to the elevation where the moisture 
content is wanted. If the fuel is exposed to the sun. a correction is made to pre-
dict the fuel surface temperature and the air moisture condition in immediate 
proximity to the fuel. The effect of turbulent mixing caused by wind at the fuel 
level is included. The adjusted temperature and humidity will determine the effect 
of atmospheric moisture on the fuel. These values are entered into the Canadian 
Fine Fuel Moisture Code. which then calculates the early afternoon fine fuel 
moisture. 
If moisture is needed at another time. additional data are requested from the 
user and the early afternoon moisture is used as a s tarting value for advancing 
.fuel moisture through to the time that a prediction is needed (projection timel. 
which must not be later than 1200 of t he next day. 
Details of the model components follow. 
The model requires a value for the 1400-hour fuel moisture for the day 
preceding the day for which you wish to make a prediction. This value is called 
the initial fuel moisture (mo) and the process of determining it is called initiali· 
zation. Five options are provided for obtaining mo: 
m is known. 
2. WOeather records are available for several preceding days. 
3. Complete weather data are not available and it rained within the past 
week. 
4. It has not rained within the past week and weather conditions have been 
persistent from day to day. 
1The term humidity is sdmetimes used rather than relative humidity: in this publication. humidity 
al •• ys means relative humidity . 
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5. It has not rained wit hin the past week and weather condit ions have been 
variable. 
These options do not exhaust all ways of initiating the model. As the user 
becomes familiar with the initialization process. it will be seen that these 
options can be adapted to needs and climates. For instance. option 3 may work 
very well even if there were no rain at the beginning of the period. 
Option 1 . mt' is known.- If the previous day 's early afternoon fine fuel mois· 
ture is known from measurement or a previous calculation or an estimate. it 
may be used directly' 
Option 2 · weather records available.- If the standard NFDR early afternoon 
fire weather measurements are available for 3 to 7 preceding days. the follow· 
ing data are entered for early afternoon of each day: 
'\ir temperature 
relative humidity 
amount of rain 
20·foot windspeed 
percent cloud cover 
The 1400·hour moisture for the first day of the series is obtained by iterating 
the first day·s weather data with the sun·adjusted FFMC until an equi librium 
solution is reached. Then the data from each subsequent day are used as per 
the normal procedures of the Canadian system. The final value of moisture cal· 
culated in this initialization process is used as mo' This tedious option can bt.> 
avoided by most users. It is induded for those who wish to be exact or test the 
system. 
OptioD 3 - complete weather data not available. and r'lin occurred.- lf it has 
rained within the past week and if there has been no frontal passage since it 
rained. this option may be used. 
Rain can act as a triggering event. causing a major change in fine fuel mois-
ture. The occurrence of rain is a logical choice for initiating a new moisture 
prediction. The occurrence of rain is also unique enough that a fire manager 
could be expected to know or be able to find out when the last rainfall occurred 
and be able to es :imate how much. The assumption of no frontal passage is 
necessary to mak ! calculations about the air mass between the time of rain and 
projection time. 
Enter: 
(1) How many days since it rained 12 to 7). 
12) Amount of rain. inches. 
13) The early afternoon temperature on t he day it rained. 
14) What has been the sky condition on the days since it rained? 
la) clear 
Ib) cloudy 
Ic) partly cloudy. 
. 21f the N~DR )O- hour stick moisture is known. Simard lpersonal communicatIOn) has shown that 
fine fuel tnOl.,ture can be calcul.ted from the formula m = - 8.74 -to 2 .~ II O·hl. This correlation Will 
made in the Lake States: it is not known how well it works elsewhere. 
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Elevation Correction 
Solar Heating 
These ... i11 give cloud cover values of 10. 90. and 50 percent. respectively. 
15) Today·s lfuel moisture projection day) complete weather data (measured or 
forecast). 
On the day it rained. the model assumes humidity = 90 percent. cloud cover = 
90 percent. and windspeed = 5 milh if these v&lues are not known. Early after· 
noon temperature and humidity on the days since it rained are reconstructed .... 
follows: temperature is adjusted linearly between the day it rained and today. 
Today 's dewpoint is calculated from today ·s temperature and humidity. Using 
the assumption of constant air mass since it rained. the humidity on each day 
is calculated from today ·s dewpoint and the linearly estimated temperature for 
each day. 1Sei> appendix F for humidity calculation from dew point.) 
When fuel moisture on the day before it rained is unknown. it is set to 
equilibrium for conditions on the day it rained. Any error will be overcome by 
the rain and successive calculations. 
Option 4 . no rain within the past week and weather persisten~. - Under . these 
conditions. the fine fuel moisture will also persist from day to day. Today s 
early afternoon weather is iterated to find an equilibrium value. 
Option 5 . no data available and weather during the preceding week has been 
variable.-Here. none of the preceding four situations can be utilized. but an 
estimate can be made as follows: 
III Estimate yesterday's early afternoon weather conditions. 
12) What was the general weather pattern before yesterday? 
la) hot and dry 
Ib) cool and wet 
Ic) between (a) and Ib). 
These will give initial fuel moisture values of 6. 76. and 16 percent respectively. 
These rough estimates will be adjusted twice. once by yesterday·s estimated 
weather and once by today 's measured or forecasted weather. 
It is often impossible or impractical to measure the weather at the site where 
t he fuel moisture estimate is needed. In mountainous terrain. the temperature 
and moisture of the atmosphere change with elevation. For a well·mixed 
atmosphere. the adiabatic lapse rate is used to adjust temperature and humid· 
ity according to elevation differences. The correction amounts to 3:5 ' F per 
1.000 feet for temperature and 1.1 ' F ..,r 1.000 feet for the dewpomt . Both cor· 
rections decrease with elevation. This co,,-ection has been used by others deal· 
ing with mountain meteorology IRunning and Hungerford 1983). 
The corrections should only be applied when there is good mixing. such as in 
t he late morning and afternoon when inversions huve broken. and at night if 
neither location Lies within an inversion. 
If elevation differences are small. say less than 1.000 feet. t he correction is 
ignored. 
Many fuels in t he United States. particularly rangelands in the Weat ,,?d 
Southwest. are exposed to considerable solar heating. We wanted the mOisture 
model for BEHAVE to be able to account for this. but not to underpredict 
moisture. as the FBO model often does. in northern latitudes under a forest 
canopy. 
The physical basis of the problem is that. while some of the sun 's energy is 
absorbed by the air. the solid fuel particles absorb heat more efficiently and 
consequently the fuel temperature can rise to a much higher temperature than 
the air temperature. which is measured 4 \1, feet above the surface in a shaded 
weather shelter Ifig. 21. Furthermore. the warmer fuel temperature alters the 
microclimate near the fuel on the ground. particularly the humidity of the air 
surrounding the fuel. The relative humidity of the air adjacent to the fuel parti' 
c1es heated by the sun will be lower than the relative humidity in the instru· 
ment shelter. The overall effect is a lower fuel moisture than what would be cal· 
culated from the shelter measurements. 
Figure 2.-Enwron",.",,' c_/llon. Inllwnclng lUll, .ub-
1"" '0 .01., ".,lIng ,re nol ",..,ured by Inllru_l. In 
", •• ,,,., III"'". 
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Wind sweeping over the fuel confounds the problem. The moving air above 
the fuel will be cooler than the thin layer of air surrounding the fuel particles. 
Consequently. any turbulent mixing will tend to cool the air near the fuel. 
bringing it closer to the general air temperature and humidity. 
A solution began with the research on solar heating by Byram and Jemison 
119431. They attacked the prohlem directly by constructing and using a weather 
synthesizer or artificial sun to determine the effect .of solar intensity and ."'ind. 
speed upon fuel temperature and moisture. From heat transfer conslde:atlOns 
""plained in the original te:ot. Byram and Jemison developed an equatIOn to be 
evaluated with data from the artificial sun apparatus. The difference 10 temper· 
ature between the air and the fuel is assumed to be directly proportional \ 0 the 
incident radiation intensity. I. and inversely proportional to the wind velocity. 
U. and two constan ," attributed to fuel conditions. 
T, - T, = 1I10.015U. , + 0.0261. III 
where 
T, = temperature of fuel. OF. 
T, = temperature of air. OF. 
I = radiation intensity. callcm2 • min. 
U. . = wind velocity at fuel level. milh. 
The units are preserved from the original text. From Byram and Jemison's 
""perimental data. the constants were evaluated to be 0.01 5 and 0.026. respec· 
tively. They emphasized that in fuel types in which loss of heat to the SOlI 
underlying the litter and loss to the air proceed at faster or slower rates than 
in the beds of hardwood leaf litter used in their investigation. other values 
would be needed in place of their constants. 
We agree. and after reviewing our verification data believe that these fac tors 
should be investigated in the next revision to this type of model. 
Using vapor pressure arguments concerning the air temperature and moisture 
immediately adjacent to the fuel. Byram and Jemison develop a correction for 
relative humidity as a function of the fuel temperature and air temperature: 
H, = H, exp( - 0.033IT, - T ,II. 121 
where H and T refer to humidity and temperature. and the subscripts f and a 
refer to fuel and air. 
Equations 1 and 2 provide the means to adjust the air tempeCdture and 
humidity to the fuel level and thus account for solar heat ing and wind cooling 
effects. To do this. however. we must have a means of determining the solar 
radiation intensity I as a function of the solar terrain slope geometry. and 
wind. peed at the fuel level. 
SOlarrr ..... aiD Slope Geomotry.-The development of the basic equations for 
the solar irradiance on a horizontal surface neglect ing t he atmosphere is lost in 
antiquity IMilankoveteh 1930: Frank and Lee 1966: Kaufmann and Weatherred 
1982 ... 1. 
Using the particular construction of Byram and Jemison ilig. 31 
1 = 11,1"') sin A. 
9 ' J 
131 
. ~ 
•• 
~ 
i 
. 
.. 
"oot." 
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where I, is irradian.ce at the earth 's surface. perpendicular to the solar ray •. 
and attenuated by .nterverung atmo_phere. cloud •• timber canopy. etc. The 
eart h·sun (center of mllS8) di.tance. r. in unit. of it_ mean value varieo from 
0.98324 (January 3) to 1.01671 (July 5) (_ Li_t 1958. table 169); thus r' varie_ 
le.s than '" 3\1. percent annually and may be neglected a_ having a much 
. maller effect on the solar inten_ity than unpredictable atmoophe.ic aboorption 
for example. The solar altitude angle. A. i_ given by . 
sin A == sin h· cos /) cos fb + sin 6 sin o. 
where (4) 
h· = hour angle from the local 6 a.m .. ' 
<I> D latitude. 
<I ~ solar declination. 
Because the inverse t rigonometric function_ are double valued in tbe complete 
cycle. 0 to 2 ... and becau ... computer software doea not retum angular value_ in 
• conSl.tent half cycle. we provide a redundant calculation of the oolar azimuth 
Ji.e., the hour anp, h- - 136OI24Mt - 8.01 • • ,..,. t it ecaMd in frKOOn of hou and f 
pie. t - 13.5 repretentl ]330 military or 1:30 p.m. civil time. In . or nam-
BE COPY AVAILABU: 10 
to remove the double value anJbiguity. (There i_ no anJbiguity in the solar ele-
vation angle. A. if it is understood that - .. /2 s A s .. 12. 'There are .ituations. 
however. where the solar azimutb mu_t range the full 2 .. circle.) 
Thu •• from figure 3. 
tan z = .in h· coo 6 sin ; - sin 6 COS ; • and 
co_ hi coo 6 
cos z = coo h· cos 6/co_ A. 
(5) 
(6) 
By simple ratioa of equations 5 and 6. any function of solar azimuth. z. may 
be calculated over the full range 0 s z s 2". 
Kaufmann and Weatherred U 982) give the analytic solution to Liot· s tabular 
valuea of r and 6: 
r' = 0.999847 + 0.001406 (6). 
= 23.5 ain(0.9663(284 + NJIl 
= oolar declination in d........ (7) 
NJ = Julian date 
= Integer Value (31(M. - 1) + Dy - 0.4M. - 1.8 + d (8) 
1
2 if M. = 1. 
3 if M.~ 2. 
, = 1 if M. " 2 on leap years. 
o otherwise. 
M. and Dy are the month and day. respectively. of the Gregorian calendar and 
Integer Value mean_ round up or down to ne ..... t integer . 
Irradiance on a slope (nqlecting the _mall variation in r) ia 
I ~ I, oin r. (9) 
wbere ancle A in equation 3 ia replaced by r. the IOlar ancJe to the _lope in the 
plane normal to tbe oJope (Iia. 4) and 
sin r - _in (A -~) (cos a)/coa ~. (l0) 
where (A -~) i_ the aoJar ancle to the oJope in the local vertical plane and ~ i. 
the olope ancle at the oolar azimuth. z. 
tan ~ = tan a oint. - III Ill) 
and angles A and z are determined from equations 4 d 5 (witb equation 6 
where neceasary). reapectiveiy. Note from fiI!ure 3 tbat the nodes of oin A 
(eq. 4) determine _unri ... and sun ... t and tbat I - 0 for _in A < O. Note a100 
that. for proper choice of slope and upect (for uanJple. /l - 0 and a > 6. a 
_teep north olope) one may oboerve two " aunri_" and "aun ... te" on the olope. 
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Obscuration ud A~teDu.tioa ollnadiaoce.-The irradiance. I •. of equation 
9. on the forest noor IS the product of the incident solar power density and the 
transrruttance of the intervening media: 
[ , = ["T". 112) 
where T" is the net transmittance of clouds and trees discussed below d [ . 
the direct solar irradiance including atmospheric attenuation. . an .. IS 
The direct solar irradiance. [ ... may be written lsee Kondratyev 1969 ch 5 
or Johnson 1960. ch. 4): . . . 
[ " = [.,p". 
113) 
where 10 is the incident intensity or solar constant, 1.98 caJIcm2.min fvariousl 
quoted as [. = 1.84 to 1.98 cal!cm' .min). y 
p is the transp~ency coefficient (integral over all wavelengths ). 
M. the Opt.ICal IlIJ' mass. is the ratio of the optical path length. I ... of radiation 
through t he atmosphere at angle. A. to the path length. I . toward the zenith 
from sea level. Thus '" 
M = 1 .. 11", = I, Icsc Alii",. 114) 
12 
The air mass M is referenced to the optical path I", at sea level. If one is 
working at a few t housand feet elevation. t he zenith air mass optical path. I, . is 
significantly reduced lat 5 km elevation you are above half of the air mass!): 
I, = I", QIQ. • 115) 
where Q is the absolute atmospheric pressure at the site and Q. is the sea level 
pressure 11 .000 mb). For an elevation. E. in feet above sea level. Q is 
approximately 
Q = Q. exp (- 0.OOOO448E). 
Thus. 
M = (QI Q.J csc A = exp(-0.OOOO448E) csc A. and 116) 
[, = [.T.,P". 117) 
Because of the earth's curvature. optical refraction by tbe air density gradient. 
etc .. the exact csc A dependence of solar irradiance 00 solar altitude angle fails 
near the borizon. that is. for A < 10 degrees. But because tbe irradiation just 
after sunrise and before sunset is " small" and tbe probability of sbading is 
very higb. we will let the approximation stand for tboae small angles. 
Atmospberic transparency. p. is most notably dependent on absorption of 
radiation by differing amounts of atmospberic moisture and by atmospberic 
turbidity (haze). Even an empirical estimation of p requires knowledge (radio-
sonde me .. urement) of tbe vertical distribution of temperature. pressure. and 
relative humidity in addition to me .. ures of dust·haze and particulates. Acqui· 
sition of such data is beyond the scope of the BEHAVE system. [t is sufficient 
to say tbat Byram and Jemison used a constant p = 0.7. whicb they assumed 
was a " reasonable average for a thin layer of rather dense haze which is com· 
mon at 2.000 feet during tbe fire se"""n in tbe southern Appalachians . .. and 
that a 3O-year mean value at Pavlovsk. Russia (Kondratyev 1969) .... p = 
0.745. with extreme values of 0.710 11914) and 0.770 11909) ond a typical annual 
112·montb) variation of Ap = zO.02 (except for the 2·year period following the 
eruption of Katmai volcano (Alaska) in 1912 wben the annual average trans· 
parency w .. 0.57). Similar data are presented in tbe other monographs on 
atn. spberic transparency. The mean Kondratyev value represents a "clean for· 
est atmosphere." On exceptionally clear days p may range .. large as 0.8 and 
on very hazy days as small as 0.6. excluding direct interference from local 
smoke palls. The list helow suggests a series of p values with qualitative 
descriptors for application by field observers. 
p QualItative deecripUoD 
0.8 exceptionally clear atmosphere 
0.75 average clear forest atmosphere 
0.7 moderate forest (blue) haze 
0.6 dense haze 
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..... The Det cloudltree transmittance from above i. 
1181 
...... T, ia the transmittance of the timber canopy and T, = 11 - S,I1001 i. the 
trlUWDittanee of cloud cover. S, is scaled in percent. 
CJoad S ..... -Cloud shade is familiar to users of the National Fire-D ..... r 
RatiDa SY1'tem aa a contributioD to the state of the weather code. For this 
mocIeI the user can enter any percentage of cloud cover between 0 and 100. 
WheD .orking with the NFDRS state of weather code. convert to percent cloud 
cover according to the foUowing: 
NFDRS Shad. 
code range Input 
Pet Pct 
0 O· 10 5 
10· 50 30 
2 50 · 90 70 
3 90·100 95 
1'Jw sa..de.-Many authors bave suggested that the Beer·Lambert expone· 
t.IaI e--ption model of solar radiatioD is applicable to forest plant communi· 
tiM mel that the Leaf Area IDdex (LAII may be tbe significant attenu.tion 
par_ (MODai and Saeki 1953; Jordan 1969; Barbour and others 19801. 
Coaaiderahle work haa been done to relate site productivity. h.bitat clauifl· 
eatiGa. mel topographic diatributions to LAI (see also Stage 1976; Pfilter and 
othon 11177; Zavitkovalti 1976; Salomon and others 19761. Thoee raI.tionahipa 
ha ... DOt beD .. tisfactorily ""tablished nor haa LAI become a univeroally 
_Withee! .......... tional parameter. so that we can u"" it in the p ....... t .ppli. 
eatioD. 11I8taad. our lite-specific approach to sbade is an exten.ioD of the 
_thod ouepetad by Setterlund (19831. In the Setterlund .pproach the shadow 
_ of an .ver .... tree on • unit surface area ia caJcuI.ted. then the fractional 
_ of abadow cut by D ueea ia ""timeted. Becau"" the tree cro .... are not 
toCaIJy opaque .. uaume • Beer I .... atteDuation and ""timete the optical 
_uatiGa coefficient on the baais of sbade toleranee and crown shape. 
W. conIider crowns of two general geometric shapes Ifig. 51. Conifen are 
npt c:ircuI..- CODeS; deciduous trees are aaaumed to he ellipsoid. of revolution. 
The tree boIea are totally opaque with a vertical cross _tiOD approl<imated by 
an iDvartad par.boloid of revolution. 
For a c:oaifer tree (fig. 6AI. we require the shadow area. Ah• projected on a 
boriaGatai ref......,., plane by the sun at ..,Iar altitude. A. crOWD diameter. D. 
mel J.acth. L. (The unsubscripted A i. the solar altitude .".Ie .hiIa A with 
lllbacripta ia a .hadow are. OD the ground. I We have t ... o c ...... : 
At. - .. D" • • for conifer •. if tan A '" 2UD. or (III 
A. - ( .. - GID". + DL cot A .in G. if tan A < 2UD (201 
...... 
COOl G - (2 (UDI cot AI- I. t211 
I. 
TREE CROWNS 
FIII_ 5.-T,.. "R"'" 
.".". ... umptlonl. 
Flflura SA.-Conll., ,,.. lItodo" conllflu".'Ion. 
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For deciduous trees (fig. 6B) with crown dimensions of Ll2 and 0 /2 semi. 
""es, the height·to-width ratio is LID and Ah is 
Ah = .. 01/(2 sin A) for deciduous, 
where 
1 = r ' sin(G ' - A), 
tan G ' = -(LID) cot A, and 
r ' = (Ll2Hsin' G ' + (LID)' cos' G ·)- ... . 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Because the crowns are not opaque we assume an exponential attenuation 
function, exp(-JX), where the optical attenuation coefficients, J ft - I , exclusive 
of the opaque tree bole., are estimateri below from data on file at IFSL (USDA 
FS 1968). (In deciduous forests shade tolerance for present purposes may equal 
zero.) 
SESl copy ~VMLABlk 
Crown 
type 
Conifer 
Deciduous 
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Shade tolerance c ...... 
o 1 2 3 
NA 0.13 
o 0.10 
0.16 
0.12 
0.20 
0.20 
The intracrown path length, X (fig. GC), is approximated: 
X = V/(Ah sin a) 
= .. D2L1(l2 Ah sin A) for conifers 
= .. D2L1(6 Ah sin A) for deciduous 
(26) 
(27) 
If one adds the shadow of a parabolic tree bole of height h and diameter diver-
tical cross section area 2/3 dh), the horizontal bole shadow Ab cast is 
Ab = (2/3) db cot A 128) 
In the model we use the approximation dlh = 0.014 (ft/ft). then 
Ab = 0.0093 h2 cot A. The net "effective" tree shadow on the horizontal is 
Ah = Ab + Ah (1 - exp(-JX)) (29) 
Flgu,. Be. -Inl.,.,rown p.,h 1."f11h 
,.,.llon.h,p. 
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For either tree type, the area Ah is t he shadow projected to a horizontal refer. 
ence plane. The shadow, however, is actually cast on the slope, S Ifig. 6D), and 
the vertical projection of S onto a horizontal plane, A., is 
A, = A' lcos '" sin A)I sinlA + "') (30) 
The fractional area N I shaded by one average tree per unit horizontal surface 
area, Au lusually ha or acres), is 
NI = A,/A.. (31) 
Then, assuming that the trees are independently distributed, the shadow of the 
nIh tree is expected to add to the total shaded area an amount equal to the 
product of its relative shadow area, N I' and the unshaded area, (1 - N
n
_
l
) by 
n - 1 trees such that: 
N2 = NI (1 - NI) + NI, 
Na = NI (1 - N2) + N2, 
Nn = NI (1 - Nn_ l ) + Nn_ I, or 
Nn '" 1 - expl - nN I), (32) 
where Nn is the area shaded by n trees and 
(33) 
approximates the expected fraction of direct beam solar radiation impinging on 
the moist fuel under the timber canopy in equation 18. 
Fl(lure 'D.-~ "'.,"""'" lo~. 
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Fuel Level 
WiDdspeed 
An alternative estimate of the number of trees per unit area, n, that is con· 
sistent with t his rationale is as follows: Given the crown closure. C. and aver· 
age tree diameter, D, then the vertically projected crown area, A;, of one tree is 
A; = rD2/4 
Ni = Ai Au ' 
By definition, then 
N; = C = 1 - expl-nN;l 
n = -/n(1 - C)/N j 
n = -4Au /n(1 - C)lrD2 
(34) 
(35) 
One must caution that A~ is DOt the proper effective crown area, As' used. in 
equation 31. A; is the total area within the crown perimeter while calculations 
of A. lin eq. 31) must include the transparency of the particular crown type as 
developed above. 
A list of the equations and pertinent constants is given at the end of the 
text. 
Byram and Jemison's equation for calculation of surface fuel temperature 
leq. 1) requires a value for the windspeed at the fuel surface. This is not a 
trivial correction; even though windspeeds close to the surface are low, Byram 
and Jemison's data show that the cooling effect can be pronounced. 
The standard beight for measuring windspeed for fire applications in the 
United States is 20 feet above vegetation height IFischer and Hardy 1976). 
Many authors have described how surface roughness reduces wind near the 
ground as shown in figure 7. Albini and Baughman (1979) developed a relation· 
ship that includes vegetation height, making it easy to adapt to fire situations. 
Their ratio of wind.peed at vegetation height to that at 20 feet above the vege-
tation is given by: 
Uh. IU20+h. = 111n((20 + 0.36h ' )l0.13h ' ) (36) 
where 
Uh. = wind.peed at vegetation height, 
U20+h. = windspeed at 20 feet above vegetation, 
h ' = vegetation height. 
Equation 36 gives reasonable answers as shown by the examples below: 
h ' U • . /U20+h · 
0.1 0.0006 
.5 .17 
1.0 .2 
6.0 .3 
For expoeed condition., the vegetation height windspeed is determined by 
multiplying the windspeed measured 20 feet above the vegetation by t he ratio 
in equation 36. For unexpoaed Isheltered) conditions, a fraction called the wind 
ad, u.tment factor i. input to the model instead of the fuel depth. The wind 
adjustment factor time. the canopy·top wind estimates a reduced wind ncar the 
fuel 
For daytime application of the model. the only inputs required are the 20-foot 
wind~ and the fuel bed depth or wind odjustment factor. In the BEHAVE 
application fuel bed depth i. already known from the fuel model and guides for 
determining the wind odju.tment factor are given. 
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Fo~ nighttime ap~lic8tion in uneven terrain. downslope winds may need to be 
consIdered: Slope wmds do not foUow the log reduction pattern used in day-
tune_ At rught. If the slope is less than 5 percent. use the daylight procedures. 
If the slope IS greater than 5 percent. and if the 20-foot windspeed is less than 
10 milh. let the ~egetation hei~ht wind equal 4 milh la reasonable assumption 
for downslope wmds). If the wmdspeed is greater than 10 milh. consider the 
canopy closure: if the closure is less than 10 percent. use the daylight proce-
dures. If the canopy closure is greater than 10 percenL. assume the 20-foot 
wmd. are blocked and let the vegetation height wind equal 4 milh. 
The effect of wind on fine fuel moisture is also incorporated directly in the 
Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code. Van Wagner 11974) explains that wind 
affect. the log drying rate. k. 
k = a + b IV,.!"" 
where V2Q is the windspeed at 20 feet. 
137) 
Consequently. windspeed in the Canadian code is directly related to the rate at 
which fuel moisture approaches equilibrium. 
The .two wind c~rrections leqs. 36 and 37) use wind.peed measured at differ-
ent heIghts. The fme fuel moisture code was calibrated to winds measured at 
the international ~tandard height. 10 meters. in the open. The .olar heating cor-
r.ectlon reqUITes wlndspeed at the vegetation height. The V.S. standard e.tab-
lished for NFDR .tation. is 20 feet. The ratio of windspeed at 10 m to 20 feet 
16_1 m) can be calculated from equation 36 if the vegetation height i. known 
We a.sume the wind.peed at 20 feet and 10 meters are the same in this mod.l . 
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Cuacllan Standard 
Daily Fine Fuel 
Moisture Code 
CFFMC) 
Canadian ilourly 
Fine Fuel Moisture 
Code 
Diurnal PredictiODS 
The FFMC accepts initial fuel moisture. temperature. humidity. wind. and 
rain as inputs. In our model. the FFMC is used to calculate fine fuel moisture 
after the inputs are adjusted for elevation and solar heating. The version used 
in our model is the same as used bv Simard and Main 11982). Like any large 
system. the FFMC has undergone many revisions. Work on the FFMC subse-
quent to the version we used is designed to provide consist.ency for table 
presentation doDd to give better moisture predictions' under very wet conditions. 
100 to 250 percent. It is not expected that these changes would affect our 
model significantly. The formulations of the FFMC we used are given in 
appendix A. 
The other major condition to be accounted for by this model is the capability 
to make a calculation of expected moisture content at any time of the day or 
night. As presently used. the Canadian standard daily FFMC is structured to 
give a moisture value for midaftemoon with data coUected at noon. local stan-
dard time. Fortunately. the Canadian Forestry Service has also investigated 
diurnal prediction. Muraro and others 11969) used litter data sampled from a 
dry lodgepole pine site near Prince George. BC. to produce tables for adjusting 
the FFMC for various times of the day or night. Van Wagner 11972) developed 
a new scale supplemented with data from a jack pine forest at Petawawa. and 
produoed a single table for predicting FFMC based on time. initial FFMC. and 
relative humidity. 
Val! Wagner (1977) developed a set of equations. similar to the standard daily 
FFMC. that would accept hourly weather data. thereby freeing the model from 
tbe restraint of the original data and a single value of humidity. Alexander and 
others (1984) programmed the equations so that hourly computations of the 
FFMC and other components of the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index 
system could be made on a handheld calculator with weather measured or fore-
cast hourly. The BEHAVE model. as will be shown. adds the capability of 
precIlctIq the necessary weather elements over a 24-hour period. 
Unfortunately. weather forecasts on an hourly basis for extended periods are 
not readily available. It was necesaary. therefore. to devise a way of estimating 
hourly weather from a few forecasts at key times. This is done by initiating the 
diurnal predictions from the daily moisture prediction and weather data at 1400 
hours. This i. supplemented with a forecast at the time when the prediction is 
n~ed and with estimates of weather data at sunset and sunrise if projection 
time is after sunset or sunrise. Temperature and relative humidity values at 
each hour are predicted from sinusoidal curves linking the 1400 weather to the 
projection time weather. No trend for wind or cloud cover can be justified. so 
linear intarpolatioDs are used. The model will not apply to days with precipita-
tion after 1200 (noon). The model determines hourly values of the weather data 
n~ed and performs the adjustments for solar heating. If the user does not 
have a weather forecast. he/she can estimate the temperature at any of the key 
points and if the air ma .. bas not changed. the model will estimate the humid-
ity. This will be based on the dew point of the air at the last known condition 
(calculation shown in appendix). 
Beyond noon. the process will begin with a new 1400 fuel moisture calculated 
by the daily code. A discontinuity in a smooth-line moisture trend can occur 
between late moming predictions made by the morning code and early after-
noon predictions made by the daily code. 
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Curves used to match weather conditions during each period of the day are 
deocribed below. 
Early altemOOD.-1f the moisture is needed between 1200 and 1600. the daily 
value is sufficient and no adjustments are necessary. Personal discussions with 
Van Wagner confirm this view. 
Late alw-n.-In late afternoon. in addition to the 1400 weather. the user 
must supply a weather forecast at the projection time. The temperature and 
humidity are assumed to foUow cosine curves as shown in figure 8. If sunset 
conditions are hotter and drier than 1400. the curves will arc in opposite form s. 
From fi&ure 8 the temperature. T. at any time t can be expressed as: 
T = T,. + (T .. - T,)(C08(9O(t - 14)/(t, - 14" - 1) (38) 
where T and t refer to temperature and time. respectively. and the subscripts 
are 14 = 1400 and • = sunset. 
Time of sunset is determined by an algorithm using latitude and date lsee 
appendix D). The user enters a forecasted temperature at the projection time 
and equation 38 i. used to determine a hypothetical temperature at sunset . IT,). 
which fixes the end point of tbe cosine curve. Equation 38 will then be used to 
calcull. te temperature for each hour between 1400 and the projection time. 
The humidity as .hown in figure 8 is treated similarly with the foUowing 
equation: 
H = H,. + IH,. - H, Hcos{9O(t - 14)/( t, - 14" - 1) 139) 
If solar heating is occurring. tbe air temperature and humidity are adjusted to 
tbe fuel level as deocribed earlier for the daily computation. 
1200 
110011 
1400 1100 
® I.~UT' 
£!) OUT~UT' 
PROJI!CTION 
TIIII! 
• '.T •••• OIATI 
MOUIILY ""LU.' 
FIfIute • • -Typ/ul 1.' •• _ .... _ 
_ mol., ... ... ,/on."",.. 
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Nigbttime.-For nighttime. in addition to the 1400 weather data. the user 
must supply weather conditions at sunset and at the project ion time. 
The afternoon equations and the diurnal code are used to advance fuel mois-
ture to sunset. Beyond sunset a new set of sinusoidal curves is used to dellCribe 
temperature and humidity. No corrections for radiation cooling are made: con .... 
quently. cloud cover at night is not needed at this time. (Corrections for cooling 
due to nighttime radiation losses and dew formation should be considered for 
an update to this model if greater a<curacy is needed for tbe moming.) Wind-
speed is assumed to vary linearly between sunset and projection time. 
Temperature is assumed to be represented by another quadrant of the sine 
curve from sunset to sunrise as shown in figure 9 and expressed as: 
T = T, + IT, - T,) sin(9O(t - t,)/(t, - t,)) (40) 
The user enters a forecast temperature at a projection time. This is used fust 
to fix the end point of the sine curve at sunrise and then temperature is calcu-
lated at every hour up to projection time. 
After sunset. humidity of the air at shelter height is assumed to be the same 
as humidity in close proximity to the fuel surface. 
A sine curve shape between 0 and 90° i. assumed to match humidity between 
sunset and sunrise as shown in figure 9 and expressed as: 
H = H, + IH, - H,) sin(9O(t - t ,)I(t, - t," (41) 
Predicted relative humidities will not be aUowed to go beyond 100 percent. 
Interestingly. the model may have to artificiaUy set sunrise humidity above 100 
percent to develop the correct shape of the sinusoidal humidity curve up to 
projection time. 
® ' •• UTI 
[!] OUTPUT I 
••• ' ••• IDIA Til 
NOUflLY ..... LU •• 
1200 1400 
NOON 
SUNSI!T PROJI!CTlON 
TlIII! 
Flflure 9. - Typlc.' n/flll"''''' .... ,,.., .nd 
mol.'ure ... IIon.hl".. 
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Purpose of 
Validation 
MomiDg.-Computations of fuel moisture in tbe morning, any time between 
sunrise and 1200 m. (noon), are a continuation of tbe previous afternoon and 
nighttime extrapolations. The user must specify weather at 1400 on the preced. 
ing day, at sunset of the previous day, and at sunrise on the projection day. A 
new set of sinusoidal equations is s;>ecified for temperature and humidity as 
shown in figure 10: 
Temperature, T = TI2 + (T, - T 12) cos(9O{t - t,l/(12 - t,1I (42) 
Humidity, H = H, + (H, - H12Hcos(90(t - t,)/(12 - t,1I - 1) (43) 
Cloud cover and windspeed are extrapolated linearly between sunrise and 
projection time. The haze level specified at projection time is assumed to be 
constant from sunrise to the projection time. All solar heating adjustments are 
made as per the daily code procedures. 
The Canadian hourly FFMC used to calculate fuel moisture is very similar to 
the standard daily FFMC. The equations, inputs. and procedures are given in 
appendix B. 
T 
1200 1400 
110011 
SUIIS.T SUIIIIIS. 
Fll1u,. 10.- Typical moml"l1 _I".,. _ moIatu,. 
relal/onahlp • . 
VALIDATION 
® '.".Te 
[!] •• 'P.,. 
. .. , ........ , . 
•••• ,," YALe •• 
~IIO".CTIOII 
TIM. 
The Canadian FFMC was developed for .haded conditions. while the FBO 
.y.tem patterned after the NFDR .y.tem waa designed for .. orst cue exposed 
conditions. This general behavior "aa confirmed by Simud and MaiD (1982). 
The purpose of the validation preaented here is to determine if our new moi .. 
ture model preserves the capabilities of the Canadian FFMC in shaded condi. 
tion. and improves it .ignificantly in lIUDIIy conditions, Similarly, the De" 
model .hould be at leaat aa good aa the FBO methode in dry lIUDIIy conditlona. 
and . uperior in the .hade. 
nwc-Ioa. - The fine fuel moisture model that ... bave developed is a deter-
ministic model assembled from pby.ical and empirical relatlonehipe that expand 
the capabilities of the Canadian FiDe Fuel Moisture Code, The methocla of 
accounting for solar heating, diurnal predictiona, and atartup in midMaaon have 
not been tested. T"o separate vaIidation efforta for testing the complete mocIeI 
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Daily Version 
Valid.tion 
(Objective No. 1) 
were initiated. The first, reported here, uses data already available from several 
diverse fuel and shade conditions. The second is a study by the University of 
Montana to test the model independently. Their test will include a sensitivity 
L"lalysis. 
We were fortunate to find a great deal of moisture data with most of the 
inputs necessary to drive the model. Most of the data were unpublished. We 
used data from Idaho, Texas, Alaska, and Arizona. The Idaho data were col· 
lected at four elevations in conifer litter in the Bitterroot Mountains of Idaho, 
just soutb of Missoula (Frandsen and Bradshaw 1980). The Texaa data were 
taken in grass fuels (Clark 19811. Tbe Alaska data were taken in several fuel 
types and offer a good test of tho model at northern latitudes (Norum 1983). 
Arizona data were taken in open and closed ponderosa pine stands (Harrington 
1983: Sackett 1983, 1984). Sackett's data were the only set initia,_<i after 
model development had been started so that all inputs were specified except 
haze. Data used in this analysis are sbown in appendix G. Input data are in 
part A; outputs from the models are in part B. 
Specific Objectives.-
1. Determine if the daily version of the model can predict fine fuel moisture 
better than the Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code when thp fuels are exposed 
to the sun, and better than the FBO procedures when fuels are heavily shaded . 
2. Determine if the initiation procedures that do not use a complete record of 
preceding weather work as well as those that do. 
3. Determine how well the diurnal version of the model can predict fine fuel 
moisture throughout the diurnal cycle. 
Aualysis metbod.-When comparing predictions of models using tbe same 
data set, one of two models would probably be superior if it tends to have 
smaller errors than the other model. Two method. were used to compare the 
error distributions of tbe models: 
1. Confidence intervals 
2. Analysis of variance 
The models are unaided by a posteriori correction terms or factors. 
The confidence intervals consi.ted of the following (one unit i. 1 percent of 
ovendry weight, the unit of fuel moisture): 
P I = percent of predictions falling within 1 unit of the actual fuel moi.ture 
P, = percent of predictions falling within 3 units of the actual value 
I .. = width of a 90 percent confidence interval about the actual value 
Tho best model will have the largest values for P I and P, and the smalle.t I",. 
Analysis of variance provide. a basis for comparing model biues. The 
procedure gives a significance level (PF), which gauge. the overall repeatability 
of different subsample means and the relative importance of these mean. for 
explaining overall variance. It can bA determined if the sample mean error (x) of 
one model i. significantly different from that of another by observing the 
contrast P·levels produced by the analysi. of variance procedure. The data 
appear to satisfy the premises of analy.is of variance reasonably well. 
Specifically, the contrast P·level. should be meaningful for comparing the 
BEHAVE and FFMC model. in this analysi • . The .ame is true for comparing 
the BEHAVE and FBO model. except for the two hardwood .trata. where the 
variances are no longer equal. 
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Data IUId StratlflcatioD8.-Data were restricted to measured fuel moistures 
less than 30 percent, taken between 1200 and 1600. A separate analysis was 
done for shade conditions less than 30 percent, for 30 to 70 percent, and for 
greater than 70 percent. This presumes that the amount of shading is largely 
responsible for variations in fuel moisture. This is a good assumption when one 
weather station serves three nearby fuel collection sites with different shade, 
such 88 was done in Arizona, but is not necessarily true for much of the Alaska 
data. To meet objective 1, however, we will stratify by shade and presume that 
heating took place. 
One-way analysis of variance was applied to each shade class, the treatment 
variable being model choice. It is important to note that we cannot test shade 
effect per se. The low·shade-Ievel data are entirely grass and Arizona pine, 
while the high·shade data are heavily loaded with northern fuel types. Our 
approach is to merely perform a ",~del comparison on three separate and 
interesting subsample:l of our deta. 
Model compariaon by means of one-way analysis of variance was also carried 
out for aix fuel types (conifer litter, needles, grass, conifer sticks, hardwood 
sticks, and leaf litter). Here we cannot test the fuel type effect per se. We 
merely show that the model comparillOn does not break down when performed 
by fuel type. 
Renita. - Resulting model compariaona are shown in table I, with highlights 
plotted in figures 11, 12, and 13. 
Whether objective 1 W88 achieved or not can be judged fro.m figures II and 
12. In figure 11 the positive bias of the FFMC at low shade values has been 
eliminated by the additions incorporated in the BEHAVE mcx'.el. At high shade 
values, the BEHAVE model and FFMC have the same mean and variance 
valuea, whereas the strong negative bias of the FBO model is illustrated. 
Table 1.-StIUsUcll summary 0' •• rly aftemoon m04,tur. data comparisons 
between Ihe three mollture model, 
-
Shade <30% 
FFMC 
BEHAVE 
FBO 
_ ... - ....... 
....., _Ion _ 
(Y) (I) (II) 
1.98 3.92 28 
-.84 3.113 28 
-.88 3.88 28 
JO <shade s 70 <M> 
FFMC - 1.10 5.33 25 
BEHAVE - 1.92 5.0- 25 
FBO - 2.113 5.:111 25 
Shade > 70% 
FFMC 0 . .0 5.2< 170 
BEHAVE .<7 5.21 170 
FiIO - 3.31 5.<8 170 
-- Percen, --
18 80 
57 81 
<7 88 
7 <5 
28 52 
,. 52 
22 57 
22 58 
21 51 
t8.2 
t 5.9 
t 5.5 
com,. •• , p-
--- "-'ce"t ---
1 
84 
1 84 
P, .. 0.01 . R~ .. 10% 
t 10.2 58 23 
t U 58 50 
t 13.0 23 50 
P, .. 0.48. R2 .. 2% 
t 8.1 90 
t 8.1 90 
t 10.3 0 
P, • 0, A' • 10% 
10 
• 
• 
.. 
2 
.FFMe 
• alHAVI 
.FaO 
o~~~----~+---~tt---
2 
.. 
• 
• 
-10'-
0-30 
30-70 70-100 
PERCENT SHADE 
... 
Z 
aD 
III 80 
U 
II: 
~ 40 
20 
o 30 70 
PERCENT SHADE 
""... 1!l.-c....IrU' p,..., _ IJEHAVE and 
.""., ....."". mode/a. 
This is further confirmed in figure 12 where the contrast P level comparing 
BEHAVE ODd FFMC increaMS with shade level At low .hade there •• no 
aimilarit bet_ the means of the two models, while at high . hade. they are 
nearl i!.,tical Contrut between BEHAVE and FBO indicates an mverse t.rer1. At high shade there is no similarity, while at low sb~e there .s very 
high similarity. Filure 12 is a strong indication that we achieved our rast 
objective. 
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Actual accuracies are compared by the confidence intervals in table I. The 
n!lative frequency for an error within I percent fuel moisture is illustrated with 
bar grapbs in figure 13. At low shade levels. 0 to 30 percent. BEHAVE is 
within 1 percent of the actual moiatUn! 57 percent of tbe time. three times 
better tban tbe FFMC unaided by solar beating corrections. The BEHAVE 
model. capturing 47 percent of tbe data within 1 unit of fuel moisture 11 
percent). waa also better than the FBO model. which workod weU.At high shade 
valuea. tbe three models are comparable. with n!gard to P ,. 
80 .-
r-
50 r 
40 
• » 
c 30 
"0 r-
• • 
r- · .. 
• 
20 
.. !~ • .. ~r .. • r 10 o 
0-30 40-70 
PERCENT SHADE 
""... 13.-__ 1 ,..,- lor "" __ trII_"'_ 
_ -.IIIIona. 
r-r-J-
. 
u = 0 ....
..... 
... 
70-100 
At mid·shade levels. 30 to 70 percent. tbe resulte are more difficult to 
interpret. AU three models sbow a negative sampJ&.mean Ilia. 11). and tben! is 
little COIltr~t .between tbem Ilia. 12). BEHAVE doea notably better in keeping 
errors to WIthin 1 perceIIt (Iia. 13). The intermediate sbode data set haa the 
loweat R'. 2 perceIIt. and a P, value of 0.46. wben!aa the other two seta had P 
of O.ol and 0.00. Th .... wbile tben! is stroag repeatability of obeerved mean. ' 
diff........,.... at low and high shade. then! ia not for intermediate sbade. 
Some of tbe uncertainty may be due to the ooun:e of the mid·shade-Ievel 
data. Much of it cornea from Alaaka wben! tbe low SUD anglea often cause less 
heating and drying. Sort.ioc by sbade may not be tbe beat choice for 
illuatrating model capability. 
F~. amount of shade caused by canopies is not an independent 
vanable c:oIIec:ted on·site; it ia caIc:ul.oted by the BEHAVE model and combined 
witb cloud sbode to give percentap shade. Thus. partial resulta from one model 
.... used in tbe aoalysia by .hade level for testing all three models. 
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Model compariaons by fuel type are shown in table 2. (Note tbat the table is 
not meant to n!fleet a separate fuel type effect.) Data from the Alaska 
hardwood sticks and leaf litter. aa weu aa tbe conifer sticka from botb A1aaka 
and Arizona. indicate that tbe BERA VE and FFMC models are directly 
comparable and bave amaIl mean errors r&lllPDlr from -1.45 to 0.577 percent. 
w ........ tbe FBO model baa large negative mean errors r&lllPDlr from -3.55 to 
-6.53 perceIIt. Gr ... data from Tesaa and pine needle data from Arizona 
n!fleet more favorably toward tbe BERA VE and FBO models. This is probably 
attributable to the more open sites. Although tbe Idabo data consist of only six 
caaea. tbe resulte typify tbe teodeocy of all three models to underpredict at tbe 
Idaho site. In all stratificationa tried, tbe BERA VE model performed beat. 
Teble 2.-Comparlson of the three moisture modell. sorted by fuel types 
----
_ _ _ Cool_ COntrIII'1 
,-
-
lY) (S) (H) P, " I., 
-- Percent -- ___ Percent ---
CooII' .. allcks IAlaw apruca • 
Arizona pine) 
FFMC - 0.80 5.81 30 27 48 . 10.8 97 
BEHAVE -.114 5.n 30 27 48 ± 10.7 87 
FBO - 3.55 4.82 30 28 54 1; 11.1 5 5 P" _ 0.08, R2 _ 6% 
H'-oed .tlcka IAlaw) 
FFMC - 1.45 4.70 37 22 47 .9.3 100 0 
BEHAVE - 1.45 <.70 37 22 47 .9.3 100 0 
FBO - 5.85 8.01 37 14 37 . 15.6 0 0 P" _ 0.00, R2 _ 13% 
Loa' lilter IAluka) 
FFMC 0.57 7.32 47 9 <9 .13.3 tOO 
BEHAVE .57 7.32 <7 9 49 .13.3 100 
FBO - e.~ 5.27 47 9 18 .15.2 0 0 P" _ 0.00. R2 - 20% 
G, ... (1 •• u) 
FFMC 1.84 4.55 31 18 44 . 7.0 1 
BEHAVE -.39 4.85 31 45 85 .7.7 57 
FBO -1.03 4.24 31 42 n . 7.0 1 57 P, _ 0.03. R' - a% 
HeIdi .. (Arizona pine) 
FFMC 1.fI3 2.73 71 :g 78 t " .3 51 
BEHAVE 1.33 2.72 71 37 80 .4.3 51 
FBO .47 2.78 71 28 n .3.8 1 8 P" _ 0.03, R2 _ 3% 
Lilt .. Ildaho) 
FFMC - 4.68 2.92 8 0 27 . a .8 41 51 
BEHAVE - 2.87 3.se 8 8 33 t l ." ot 21 
FBO - 8.17 4.38 8 0 17 t1 " .3 5t 21 P" _ 0.3&, R2 • 13% 
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The relative accuracy of the three models is illustrated by ranking them for 
mean error. PI level. and P, level in tables 3. 4. and 5. respectively. In table 3 
(mean error' the BEHAVE model ranked first or tied for fir~t in four of six fuel 
t~; BEHAVE was second twice and never last. The ties can be attributed to 
sb.dio& and leas heating in Alaskan fuels where BEHAVE reverts to the 
FF~C. For both confidence level P I and P, (tables 4 and 51. BEHAVE is first 
or tied for firat in five of six fuel type!!. is tied for second once. and is never 
last. Whether the cbanges to the FFMC which resulted in the BEHAVE model 
really produced an equal or better model can be strongly inferred from the 
resulta of theoe three table. wherein tbe FFMC only ranked better than 
B.EHA VE in one example. tbe mean error in conifer sticks. and in that case the 
difference i. insignificant: -0.80 compared to -0.84. 
Table a.-Ranking the three moisture models by dallv mean error X, percent 
F .... Flm Second Thin! 
Grass (Texas) BEHAVE - 0.39 FBO - 1.03 FFMC 1.94 
Needl .. (Arizona) FBO 0.<7 BEHAVE 1.33 FFMC 1.63 
Leal litler (Alaska) BEHAVE 0.57 FBO - 6.53 FFMC 
Conil.r sticks (Alaska FFMC - 0.80 BEHAVE - O.a. FBO - 3.55 
and Arizona) 
Hardwood sticks BEHAVE 
- 1.45 FBO - 5.65 (Alaska) FFMC 
Conifer litter (Idaho) BEHAVE -2.97 FFMC - <.66 FBO - 6.17 
T8bIe .... -FWlklng the three moisture models by confidence level PI 
F.... FIla' Second Thin! 
Grass (Texas) BEHAVE <5 FBO <2 FFMC 18 
Noedl" (AriZona) BEHAVE 37 FFMC 29 FBO 
Conifer sUcks (Alaska FBO 29 ~;~~VE 27 and AriZOna) 
Hardwood sticks ~;~~VE 22 FBO ,. (Aluka) 
L •• f litter (Alaska) all tie 9 
Conifer 1111., BEHAVE 8 FFMC 
FBO 
, .... I.-R.nking the In ... moisture modets by confidence level p] 
F.... Fin. Second Thin! 
Nwdles (Arizona) BEHAVE 80 FFMC 78 FBO 77 
Gr ••• (Texas) BEHAVE 65 FBO 77 FFMC .. 
,.. :>n if.f slicks (Alaska FBO 5< :;~~VE 49 and Arizona) 
lea' litter (AI •• ka) ~;~~VE <9 FBO 19 
Hardwood Itlcks ~;~~VE <7 FBO 37 (Alaska) 
Conif,r IItt., (ldeOO) BEHAVE 33 FFMC 27 FBO 17 
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Initialization 
Validation 
!Objective No.2) 
The variances. S2. and confidence interval results. PI' P2• and 190, are 
important operationally. As indicated by the low R2 values (table 61. there is a 
lot of noise unrelated to model choice. Two results that stand out are the large 
error dispersions for the FBO model in Alaska hardwood sticks and leaf litter 
and Idaho conifer litter. 
Tlbl, I.-Summary of initialization verification tor options 2. 3, and 5 of the 
BEHAVE moisture model 
M •• n Samplo Com''''. 
om>< Varlanc. ,ila COnlidenc. P·", .. I 
Op.1on (X) (5) (N) P, P, I .. 3 
Percent -- Percent --
2 - 1.78 13.5 29 26 53 t6 .• 22 
- 1.01 15.4 29 30 56 ±5.9 22 
.1 ,16 57.5 29 32 53 ± 14.4 
Initialization estimates the previous day's 14()()'hour fine fuel moisture. 
referred to as mo. It is a reference value and is not displayed to the user. 
Because fine fuel. respond relatively fast. this value need not be highly 
accurate. but it does have a large range. from 2 percent to over 100 percent. 
which requires a good estimate. The test of the initialization process should 
confirm a reasonable estimate of mo' 
There are five options for initiating the BEHAVE model in midseason. VaIi· 
dation requirements differ by option. 
Option 1 accepts a known fine fuel moisture; hence no validation is necessary. 
Option 2 uses the full set of weather inputs just as the FFMC was designed 
to be operated and so becomes a standard for comparison. 
Option 3 presumes it has roioed within the past week and makes several 
assumptions about weatber conditions within the intervening time period. It 
should be compared with option 2. 
Option 4 uses persistence forecasting. It presumes that the weather has been 
stable for several days. so that fine fuels will approach a similar early aftar-
noon moisture each day. Today's early afternoon weather fine-tunes it to 
today ·s conditions. No validation is presumed to be necessary. 
Option 5 is a last resort if none of the first four options are applicable. I t is 
an approximation that needs validation. 
Option 3 i. tested by comparing it with option 2. Early afternoon moisture 
data that included precipitation within the preceding 2 to 7 days were 
selected. This provided 29 cases for which both options can be exercised. 
Exercising option 2 (table 61 on t hese cases. the values of the mean error (X,I. 
variance (S~ ). and the relative frequencies P, and P, are: 
X2 = -1.78. S?= 13.5. 
P, = 0.28. P, = 0.53. 
Exercising option 3. we obtain 
X, = -1.01, S~ = 15.4. 
P, = 0.30. P, = 0.56. 
Using the F-test. it can be shown that an assumption of equal variances is 
reasonable for the two error distributions. 
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The diffenmces between the p,.values and between the P. ·values hed P 
valuee of 0.&9 and 0.48. respectively. This teet i. hased on the binomial process 
with 29 trials. A Student·t statistic computed from X. - X, hed a P value of 
0.22. 
In CODclueion. option 3 i. about as accurate lperhap. slighUy better) on three 
of the four teets. having lperhape) a slighUy hisher variance than option 2. 
Initia1ization by uee of option 5 .. as simulated by using the same 29 caees. 
but with the period 1ength reduced to 1 day of propagation and the first fuel 
moiature eet to 6. 16. or 76 percent. The three fuel moiature levels repreeent 
the three possible qualitative deecriptioll8 of the preceding .. eek·s weather. To 
aim.Jlata thia. the equilibrium fuel moiature .. as computed for each day and 
averqed. The c10eest of the three moisture levels l6. 16. or 76) to thia average 
was cboeen as the initial value to uee. 
Eurciaing thia aimulsted option 5: 
X. "" 1.16. gt ~ 57.5. P , = 0.32. P3 "" 0.53 
The F ·ratio SlISl ia significant at < 0.005; conaequenUy. a JDeaJlincful compari· 
SOIl of the mean errors of optiona 2 and 5 requires a different method. A88IlID-
ina DOnDaIIy diatributed mean errors and that the actual error VarillllC8ll are 
13.4 and 57.5. respectively. then 
lX. - u)lU3.4/29)" and ix. - u)1(57.5/29)" 
are norma1 random variablee with a mean of zero and variance of 1. The 
bypotbMie that X. and X. have the same mean tal can be teeted. The sample 
val ... of theee two standardized random variablee are -0.48 and +0.48. 
respectively. The probability of that ia lO.32)' or 0.10; the means are different 
.t • sipifIcauce le'lel of 10 percent. DiffereDCell between the p ,' and P.·values 
are significant at 0.43 and 0.63. respectively. for the 29-triaI binomial teete. 
Optioa 5 ..... tee errors having • mean which ia quite diff .... t from that of 
option 2 and much greater variance. T .... _ P, and p. are not significanUy 
diff_t, however. 
BUM! OIl r.ther noiay data, it ia oppuent that option 3 ia as ..,00 as option 
2. wbile only the large errors are w....-l by the use of option 5 in place of 
option 2. EvidenUy. any difference between the true valuee of P, and P3 is 
aometimes maakad by data noiae if we uaume that extra input information 
CaDDOt harm mode1 performance. 
Valldatioa of dluma1 capability ia CODCIIItr.tad OIl the BEHAVE mode1 usin& 
the Canadian code with hourly prediction capability. Thia is becauae neither the 
PBO mocW DOl' the tablee developed by the Canadian Foreetry Service lVan 
W ...... 1972; AlezaDder 1982) for the FFMC have the forecaatinC cape-
bi1itiM .-ted for the BEHAVE oyotam. 
s.clrett U983. 1984) c::oIIectad fiDe fuel moimIre data over 24-bour perioda 
durin& JUDe and Oetobw 1983 in northern AriIoaa. Thia provided • chaD<» to 
_ the mocW with blab and low ..... ....-. H. aIao c::oIIectad data ~th 
thrw __ tiM of crowD canopy. on- data .... IWIIIIWiaed In table 7. PredJc. 
tion from the BEHAVE dlumal mocW u.u.. t'- data are abown In table 8. 
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T .... ".-Summary of diurnal dal. taken in f'IOf1hem Arizona by St ..... Sackett In 1983 
~-- .... 1IUnd luel moll''',. T'me T, H, U" S, C ,. ".4 C • 7 .. C . .. 
OF /'(;1 MIIh _______ __ ______ Percenf --- - --- -- ----- -
Date · 6128183. Elevabon . 7.440 h. Aspect . 225°, Slope if 4% , TSA ' 4.B, Tss ' 19.2 
1516 76 11 5-12 10 3.3 3.' ' .2 
1614 75 15 613 10 2.8 3.' ' .0 
1725 75 17 9-13 10 3.2 3.5 ' .0 
1810 71 16 612 0 ' .0 3.6 '.' 
1906 67 23 (). 5 0 3.75 ' .1 5.6 
2117 52 37 (). . ' .3 ' .6 5.7 
2216 50 37 (). 3 7.3 5.1 5.' 
2357 50 37 (). 2 ..• 5.8 6.0 
0157 
" 
'2 ().. 5.0 6.1 5.7 
0403 46 ., (). 3 6.2 5.' 7.0 
0550 ., 53 0 6.2 6.2 7.' 
0700 53 46 0 6.0 7.05 7.7 
0815 54 20 ().1 0 ' .3 6.6 7.0 
0940 70 20 612 ' .1 5.3 6.1 
1040 75 15 612 3.3 '.' 5.' 
11," 76 11 612 3.' ' .2 3.' 
Date · 10120183, EleyaUon . 7,440 It, Aspect · 225°, Slope if 4%, T SA . 6.5, T ss . 17.5 
1310 61 23 ().5 0 ' .0 8.0 131 
1510 63 15 5-11) 0 5.0 ' .0 10.7 
1710 57 22 J. 6 10 6.6 d.' 11 .8 
19'0 
'" 
58 0 0 12.25 10.7 13.6 
2030 31 63 (). 2 0 15.1 10.3 14.0 
2230 31 72 0 0 11 .3 13.7 14.6 
0130 27 n (). 2 0 11.6 13.0 15.0 
0330 27 n ().1 0 11.4 12.8 14.3 
01145 57 30 2· 5 0 8.' 11 .4 15.2 
1210 63 25 5- 6 0 6.3 13.95 11.9 
Table I.-Calculations trom the BEHAVE diurnal model with data trom northern 
Arizona 
C ...... C ...... Crown 
dOlu,. _ "4% clo.ure _ 74% ctoeute _ 14% 
TIme T. H. U" .. .. .. 
June 28, 1983 
1400 77 ,5 3.' 62 3.' 
" 
' .3 
1516 76 15 2.6 90 3.' 95 .., 
1614 75 11 ,. 2.3 96 3.' 98 ' .1 
1725 72 17 16 2.' '00 3.4 , 100 ' .1 
1810 70 18 20 2.7 100 3.5 100 ' .2 
1908 67 23 36 2.6 '00 3.8 100 ... 
2117 58 31 3 100 3.7 100 ' .5 100 ' .7 
2218 55 ,. 3 100 ' .1 100 ..• '00 5.0 
2~7 50 38 2 '00 ' .9 100 5.7 100 6.1 
0157 '5 43 2 100 5.7 '00 6.5 100 6 . 
0403 43 45 2 100 6.7 100 7.' 100 77 
0550 .. .. 3 100 7.2 100 8.0 100 8.' 
0700 46.5 41 .0 ' .2 32 7.' .00 6.' '00 8.7 
0815 52 ,. 6 '0 7.2 95 6.7 98 6.' 
0940 82 26 8 7 6.0 65 8.7 88 6.' 
1040 .9 18 • 5 5.0 7. 6.' 62 8.5 11," 7. 11 '0 5 ' .5 69 7.8 75 6.0 
October 20, 1983 
1400 ., 20 
" 
6.7 .7 6.' 96 12.1 
1510 80 21 '5 6.' 96 6.3 911 11.6 
1710 57 32 36 6.7 100 8.' 100 11 .2 
HltO 
" 
.. 100 7.' 100 6.9 '00 11 .3 
2030 43 50 100 8.0 100 9.3 100 11.5 
2230 37 58 100 9.0 100 10.2 100 12. 1 
0130 31 .9 100 10.8 '00 11 .7 '00 13.2 
0330 28 
" 
100 11.9 100 12.6 100 14.0 
01145 
'" 
55 . 5. •• 13.5 911 14.9 911 
15.9 
1200 63 25 "'5 10 10.4 93 13.9 96 15.& 
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Predictions by the BEHAVE model of temperature. humidity. and moisture 
from 1400 one day to 1200 Inoonl the next are shown in figures 14 to 18. For 
these predictions the model was given initial weather and moisture at 1400. In 
place of forecasts at sunset and sunrise. it was given measured weather and the 
final value. Hourly predictions of T. H. and m are plotted as lines for compari-
son with the measured data points. 
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We also have diurnal temperature and humidity data coUected by Frandsen 
and Bradshaw at four sites in Idaho. Their moisture data were coUected only in 
the morning, the most difficult period for prediction. Data from their site 3 in 
August and September illustrate the model's ability to predict temperature and 
humidity under a mixed conifer stand in a mountain location lfigs. 19 and 201. 
Summaries of the performance of the BEHAVE and FBO models for after· 
noon, night. and morning hours are shown in table 9. Two sets of morning data 
are presented-one for Sackett's open stand and one for the Idaho data. The 
BEHAVE model performed very weU, capturing 77 percent of tbe afternoon 
data within 1 percent of measured and 100 percent within 2 percent. During 
the night it captured 50 percent within 1 percent and 67 percent within 2 per. 
cent. In the morning it captured 29 percent within 1 percent and 86 percent 
within 2 percent. In Idaho. these latter figure. feU off to 14 percent and 46 per· 
cent. The FBO performance was considerably Ie •• in all c""" • . 
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Tible g, - Summary 0' fi ne luel molslure litle, dala Irom Arizona and Idaho by period 01 lhe day jx _ mean error. 52 • error variance) 
Placl Time of day .,-, X S' P, P, ' .. 511_ 
Perc.,,' 
Arizon. Afternoon (a fter 1",00) BEHAVE - O.~ 0.39 17 100 ' .2 13 ~.oo 
Afternoon (afte, 1400) FBO 1.6 5.5 23 36 ' .2 13 ~.oo 
Nigh! BEHAVE - 1.7 5.6 50 61 5 12 100 
Nigh' FBO 3.' 9.5 0 11 6. ' '2 '00 
Morning (before 12(0) BEHAVE 1.5 
.5 ' 29 66 2.5 1 '''0 
Mornlno (before 12(0) FBO 2.1 ... 29 29 ' .5 1 ...a 
Morning (befor. 12(0) BEHAVE - 3.~ 11.~ .. 46 6.2 35 26-11& 
Morning (before 1200) FBO - 8.~ '2.8 0 e 12. ' 35 26-11& 
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The statistical sunur.ary indicates that the BEHAVE diurnal model performs 
very "ell Figures 14 through 20 reveal more about its capabilities. Predictions 
of temperature aod humidity through the late afternoon and night are surpris· 
incIy accurate. in both Arizona and Idah". An exception may be in the predic· 
ti..""s of temperature and humidity in October in Arizona. The trend of the 
actual data is 10Uowed. but through tbe nigbt actual temperatures are about 5 " 
cooler than predicted aod humidities about 10 percent higher. As shown in the 
October fuel moisture predictions lfigs. 16. 17. and 18). moisture is under· 
predicted during the night. 
In the morning tbe model responds lastest lor condition. in the open stand 
16c. 16) because the solar beating functions bring the predicted fuel moisture 
down faster than in the shaded sites lfics. 17 and 18). More diurnal data are 
needed to determine if these effects are persistent enough to warrant changes 
to the model. 
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NOMENCLATURE NOMENCLATURE (COD.) 
s"... Deftmtioa Ullita Symbol DefiDitioa Units 
A elevac.ion anP to the SUD (-90' s A s 90') degrees n number of trees on unit area 
At. bole shadow area square feet Nn fractional area shaded by n average trees 
A. shadow area projected on a horizontal reference square feet per unit of horizontal surface area 
plane by the SUD at solar altitude A NJ Julian date days 
A ' h net "effective" tree shadow square feet P transparency coefficient (= 0.745) 
"-
vertical projection of S onto the horizontlli square feet earth·sun (center of mass) distance multiples 
~ verticaIJy projected crown area of one tree square feet of mean value 
"-
bori&ontlli unit surface area acres r ' radial cOOidinate of tangential solar rayon Ceet 
C crown c10eure percent deciduous crowns 
d tree bole diameter feet S, cloud cover percent 
D crown diameter feet t reCerence time (local standard) hours since 
D, day of month days midnight 
E elevation above _ level feet t. projection time hours since 
0 bori&ontlli ancuJar coordinate of tanpntial solar midnight 
ray in eonifer crown t, time of sunrise hours since 
0' v.-tlcal ancuJar coordinate of tanpntial solar ray midnight 
in declduoua crown t, time of sunset hours since 
h tree boIebeiPt feet midnight 
b· hour anP from the local 6 Lm. degrees T temperature at time t ' F 
b' 
...... tionbeiPt feet T, air temperature ' F 
H relative humidity at time t percent T, fuel temperature ' F 
H, relative bumidity of air percent T. temperature at projection time ' F 
1ft relative humidity cdjacent to fuel percent T, temperature at sunrise ' F 
H, relative bumidity at IIUIIri8e percent T. temperature at sunset ' F 
H, relative humidity at IIUDaIIt percent T" temperature at 1400 ' F 
H" relative bumidity at 1400 percent U wind velocity milh 
I iDcIoMat radiation intaWty on the f ..... t n_ eal/em'·min Uh , windspeed at vegetation height milh 
I, irradlance at the foreet floor perpeodIcuJar callcm2·min U20+ h , windspeed at 20 feet above veget,ation milh 
to the ooIar ray V crown volume cubic Ceet 
I .. iDcIoMat redlation attenuated by the atmoepbere calJcm'·min X intracrown path length Ceet 
I. ooIar coaatant (- 1.98 calJem".min,; incident caIJcm2·min solar azimuth degrees 
eoIar radiation 011 the upper atmo.phere a slope angle from horizontal at slope ezimuth degrees 
J atlDct.;oa coefficieDte for att.auation function ft-· IJ aspect of slope (the azimuth) degrees 
.. IotJ dryinc rata solar declination degrees 
projactJoa of radial coordinate, r', feet Julian date correction for February and 
JIII1*IdIc:u1ar to eoIar ray leap years 
t,. optIca1 path Jencth of direct aoIar radiation feet solar angle to the slope in the plane normal to degrees 
throuP the atmo.pbere the slope 
I, optIca1 path Jencth at the zenith at elevation E feet Q absolute atmospheric pressure at the site mb 
I. optIca1 path Jencth at _ level zenith feet Q. sea level pressure (= 1.000 mb) mb 
L c:ro;m Micht feet Tn net transmittance 
m, inIt.1al fuaJ moIature percent T, cloud transmittance 
M optIca1 air mua T, t ree transmittance 
... month ~ slope angle at solar azimuth • degrees 
~ latitude degrees 
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LIST OF EQUATIONS 
T f - T. = 1II0.oJ5Uh, + 0,026) 
Hf = H. exp(-0.033IT f - T.)) 
I = II. Ir ' ) sin A 
sin A = sin h-- cos 15 cos tb + sin " sin tb 
tan z = sin h* cos [) sin ! - sin 0 cos til 
cos h* cos 0 
cos z =- cos h* cos 6 I cos A 
r' = 0.999847 + 0.00140616) 
6 = 23.5 sin10.98631284 + NJII 
NJ = Julian date 
= Integer Value 1311M. - 1) + Dy - OAM. - 1.3 + <I 
I = I. sin r 
sin r = sin(A - "lIeos o)/eos " 
tan " = tan 0 sinlz - m 
I. = 1M Tn 
1M = I. pM 
M = IMII", = I, lesc A)//", 
I" = lU) Q1Qo 
Q = Q.exp(-0.OOOO448E) 
M = IQIQ.,J esc A = exp(0.OOOO448E) esc A 
[. = [0 T"pM 
T, = 11 - 8,1100) 
Ah = ~D'/4, for conifers, if tan A '" 2L1D, or 
= I~ - G)D'/4 + DL cot A sin G, if tan A < 2L1D 
cos G = 121L1D) cot A) - ' 
Ah = ~DUI2 sin A) for deciduous 
1= r ' sinlG ' - A) 
tan G ' = -ILlD) cot A 
r ' = ILl2Hsin' G ' + ILlD)' eos'G ' )- ", 
X = VilA, sin A) 
= ~D'LlII2 Ah sin A) for conifers 
= ~D'/16 Ah sin A) for deciduous 
Ab = 1213) dh cot A 
A. = Ab + Ah 11 - exp(-JXII 
A. = A. Icos " sin A)/siniA + ,,) 
N) = AI /Au 
N, = N, 11 - N,) + N, 
N, = N , 11 - N, ) + N, 
Nn = N I 11 - Nn _ l ) + Nn _ 1 
N. " 1 - exp( - nN ,) 
" = 1 - N. = exp(-nN,) 
A: = ~D'/4 
N, = Al A. 
N~ = C = 1 - exp( - nN,) 
n = - Inll - C)/N, 
•• 
11) 
121 
13) 
(4) 
(5) 
16) 
(71 
(81 
(9) 
1101 
Ill) 
11 21 
113) 
1141 
1151 
116) 
1171 
11 81 
1191 
(201 
(211 
122) 
123) 
(24) 
(25) 
1261 
(27) 
1281 
(291 
130) 
(31) 
132) 
133) 
1341 
LIST OF EQUATIONS (COD.) 
D - -4A" mil - C)/~1)2 
Ub · 1U .. _b · = IIm((20 + O,36h ')/O,13h') 
k = a + b(U,.I"·' 
T = T,. + IT,. - T,)(coe(9O(t - 24)/lt. - 14)) - 1) 
H = H14 + IH •• - H,)(coe(9O(t. - 24)/{t - 14)) - 1) 
T = T. + IT, - Tj sin(9O(t - tj/{t, - tj) 
H = H. + In. - Hj sinl9O(t - tj/(t. - tj) 
T = T 12+ IT, - T 12) coe(9O(t - t,)/{12 - t,)) 
H = n. + (H, - H 12Hcoe(9O(t - t,J/1l2 - t,J)- 1) 
(36) 
(36) 
(37) 
(36) 
(39) 
(40) 
141) 
(42) 
(43) 
Explanation 
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APPENDIX A: CANADIAN STANDARD DAILY FINE 
FUEL MOISTURE CODE IFFMCI 
(Adapted from Simard 1982.) 
1. Adjust initial fuel moisture code (f.,) for rain (H) if R > 0.02 inches. 
RA = min(R.1.5) 
{
-56 - 55.6 In(RA + 0.04) if RA sO.055 inches 
F - -I - 18.2 In(RA - 0.04) if 0.055 < RA S 0.225 inches 
14 - 8.25 In(RA - 0.075) if 0.225 < RA 
f. = max(O.(F·fJloo) + I - 8.73 exp( -0.1117fo) 
if R s 0.02 inches. f. = fo' 
2. m. = 101 - f. 
3. ED = (0.942Ho .• '9) + 11 exp[(HIIO) - 10) 
4. Ew = (0.597Ho.'68) + 14 exp[(H/8) - 12.5) 
5. m = Ew + (m. - E w)/ I.9953 if mR < ED 
6. X = 0.424(1 - (Hlloo)' ·' ) + 0.088 WO" (1 - (Hlloo)") 
7. m = ED + (m. - Eol/(1O') if m. > ED 
8. m = rnR if mR = ED 
f mo ax(-16 .. (T - 70HO.63 - 0.0065f.) 
9. I:> = t if fo < 99% if fo '" 99% 
10. f = max(O.min(99.IOI - m+ I:> )). fuel moisture = 101 - f. 
Variable 
fo 
T 
H 
W 
R 
f. 
ED 
Ew 
m. 
m 
I:> 
f 
Def1DjtioD 
initial fine fuel moisture code 
temperature (OF) 
relative humidity (%) 
wind.peed (between I and 14 milh at 20 feet or above) 
rain (inches) 
fo modified for rain 
equilibrium drying curve 
equilibrium wetting curve 
initial fuel moisture adjusted for rain 1%) 
fine fuel moi.ture adjusted for humidity and wind 
adjustment for temperature (%) 
final FFMC 
Initial FFMC (f.,) is fir.t adju.ted to a value (I.) based on the amount of rain· 
fall (R) provided that R > 0.02 inches. (Note: fo is a code- when subtracted from 
101. a fuel moisture percentage i. obtained.) 
If the adjusted initial fuel moisture (m.) is above the drying curve lEo'. m is 
computed by equation 7. If m. is below ED' a wetting t rend i. in effect and m 
is computed from equation 6. If mR = Eo. moisture is initially at or near 
equilibrium. m is set to the initial value mR. Up to this point. temperature i. 
ignored. 
Finally. temperature is con.idered and the final FFMC (f) i. computed from m 
by equation. 9 and 10. f represents the new FFMC based on the initial value If.,). 
APPENDIX B: CANADIAN HOURLY FINE FUEL 
MOISTURE CODE 
Liated below are the equations and basic inatnlctions for the dry weather 
routiDe to be uaed in the hourly computation of the FFMC from Van Wqner 
(19771. Weather val.- are in SI unite ucept wind which is in kmIh. 
III m" - m caJculated from Standud Dally FFMC 
(2al Ed - 0.942Ho .• 79 + 11uP(H - 1001/10) 
+ 0. 1~21 . 1 - 'I')(l - up(-0.116HII 
(2bl E. ~ 0.618Ho.T" + 10uP(H - 1001/10) 
+ 0.1~21 . 1 - 'I')(l - up(-0.1l6HII 
(3a) k, ~ 0.424 [1-(Hl10011'1) + O.0694WO·· [1 - (Hl1ool') 
(3bl ~ ~ 0.0579 k, up(0.0366'1') 
(4a) kt. - 0.424 [1-((100 - HI/100)"') + 0.0694WO·· [1-((100 - HI/1OOl') 
(4bl k. - 0.0679 kt. up(o.o366'1') 
(5al m = Ed + (mo - Ed)up(-2.303 ~I 
(5b) m = E. - (E. - m,,)up(-2.303 k.1 
w ...... 
m" - initial tina fuel moiature (%1 
m ~ final fuel moiatul'e (%1 
Ed ~ EMC for drying (%) 
E. - EMC for wetting (%1 
k, and kt. = intermediate steps to kd and k. 
~ = log drying rate for hourly computatiOll. log to base 10 
k. ~ log wetting rate for hourly computation. log to base 10 
H ~ relative humidity. % 
W = wind. kmlh (s 22.51 
T = temperature. "C. 
The Standard Daily FFMC providee the first m". Subeequently. the previous 
hour's m becomea mI)' 
Compute Ed by (2&1. 
If m" > Ed' compute ~ by (3a) and (3bl. 
Compute m by (Sal. 
If m" < Ed' compute E. by (2bl. 
If mo < E •• compute k. by (4al and (4bl. 
Compute m by (5b). 
II m" - Ed or E •• m = m". 
If Ed >m" >E •• m = m". 
Note that precipitation is not involved. 
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APPENDIX C: CORRECTION FOR INITIAL SHADE 
CONDITIONS IN F MC 
The correction for solar heating must consider the possibility of solar heating 
on the fuels that were used in the initial development of the Canadian Fine 
Fuel M . sture Code. It cannot be assumed that there was no solar heating even 
though t he fuel moisture data were coUected beneath a forest canopy and some 
of it poss ibly on cloudy days. In lieu of reconstruction of the initial conditions. 
that is. description of overstory and cloud conditions at the time of data collec-
tiOD. the concept of a threshold value was examinoo to see if an effective shade 
condition could be found for adjusting the FFMC. 
In the daytime. above some level of shading. the correction of T. H. and W 
to fuel·level conditions ~hould have little or no effect on the fuel moisture 
prediction. The foUowing method was used to roughly estimate or bound such a 
threshold. The Alaska black spruce stick data (45 casesl were used with trial 
threshold values and our adapted model was aUowed to completely shade the 
fuel for cases having shade above the threshold. Effectively. we used a combi-
aatioD of two models. By varying the threshold shade used to select the model. 
we could searcb for that model-combination (thresboldl that reduced the error 
the most or was optimal in some other sense. As might be e"pected. the Alaska 
spruce .tick data favored total use of the Canadian FFMC. whose average error 
was only -0.7%. Otber. more open .ite •• however. favored our model. The 
shade percentage varied from 50 percent to 95 percent in the Alaska spruce 
.tick data. For trial thresholds below 75 perr.ent. the mean errors (- 0.7% to 
-1.5%1 for our new model were comparable to those at other .ites. Not wishing 
to overpredict on the other sites. and not wanting to seriou.ly underpredict for 
Alaska spruce stick • . we set the thresbold at a tentative 70 percent. Subse-
quent validation showed that this aUowed the adapted model to perform on aU 
data sets without large mean errors. 
APPENDIX D: SUNRISE AND SUNSET 
DETERMINATION 
Referring to figure 3 and equation 4 in the main text. we can solve the equa-
tion for the hour-angle (h·, sine: 
III .inh· = IsinA - sin <1> sin cIIIlcos <I> co. 61 
where 
A = elevation angle of the sun 1-90 " s A s 90 "1 
<I> = lati tude 
6 = declination " 23.45 l.in(0.9863(284+NIII (degreesl 
N = J ulian date 
h· = hour angle from 6 a.m. 
We know that the eart h '. polar axi. tilt. twice annually to the extent that at 
the higher latitude. not aU t he . un-elevation angles (AI are po •• ible. For 
instance. there may be perpetual day or perpetual night . and no .uch thing as 
. unrise (A = alar sunset (A = 01 for long periods. In such case •. equation (II 
must not have a solution if it i. to be a valid equation. This line of thought 
lead. to the condi tion 
121 - cos 16 + <1>1 s sin .. s cos 16 - <1>1 
on 6. 0. and A in order for there to be an hour angle (time) for the elevation 
angle to equal 8 given A-value. 
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When condition (21 is .ati.fied with A = 0 the hour angles for sunrise and 
sunaet are obtained from equation 11) with 
cos h· = ,j I - sin'h· at sunrise 
cos h· = - ,j I - .in' h· at .unset 
This will alway. be possible if 1 <I> 1 s 66.5". If I" 1 l< 66.5 ". I'; 1 must be smaU 
enough. The time (LST) of the event. in either case. is 
t = (bO/15) + 6 
if h· is in degrees. Knowing theae times and tbe local standard time. it is easy 
to determine whetber it is day or night and thus apply correct diurnal trends 
for fuel moisture calculations. 
Wben condition (2) is not satisfied with A = o. we either have perpetual day 
or perpetual nigbt. and aU we need to know i. <I> and 6 to determine which: 
Perpetual day will occur for 
(3) ., > 66.5" during summer when., + 6 > 90" or 
(4) ., < -66.5" during winter when., + 6 < -90". 
Perpetual night occurs for 
(5) ., > 66.5" during winter when., - 6 > 90" or 
(6)" < -66.5" during summer when., - .; < -90". 
This method applies only when condition (2) is violated. 
The equation (1) and the condition (2) assume nat terrain and do not account 
for orbital eccentricities or the "equation of time. " A computer program 
(SUNEL T) is available to implement the method described above. By entering 
the date and tbe latitude, the user will obtain the time. of .unriae and .unset. 
This program can be obtained by sending a letter and clean tape to Glen Morris . 
Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory. P.O. Bo" 8069. Mi.soula. MT 59807. 
APPENDIX E: METHODS OF ESTIMATION FOR 
MISSING MODEL INPUTS 
In the initialization section and the diurnal section. it is .ometime. neces.ary 
for the implementing software to supply missing data. Thi. is done a. a con-
venience to the user who may not always have aU the inputs. This appendix 
""plains how it is done. 
The model input. are: 
I. m. = initial 1400-hour fuel moisture 
2. T .. T , . . .. . TN = 14()()'hour temperatures for N days 
3. H I' H, ... . . HN = 14()()'hour humidities for N days 
4. WI ' W, • .. .. WN = 14()()'hour windspeed. for N day. 
5. CI. C, . .. . . CN = 1400-hour cloud cover for N day. 
6. Ro = initial rain amount 
7. [T] = diurnal temperature data table 
8. IHI = diurnal humidity data table 
9. [Wl = diurnal wind data table 
10. Ie) = diurnal cloud cover data table 
I I. t,. t ,. t, = time. of projection. sunrise. and . unset 
12. Site parameters and the date. 
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of H2o H3• · ·· • HN 
and Other 
Humidities 
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of T 2• T 3• ·· ·• TN - I 
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of m. 
As implemented in the BEHAVE program. the model requires carefully 
observed values for the mandatory inputs. These are: 
1. T ,. TN' H, 
2. IT!. (WI. Ic) 
3. t,.. t,. t, 
4. Site parameters and the date. 
The other valuea are sometimes "talked in" through the use of categorical 
descriptors or estimated internally by the model. The model is capable Jf 
estimating the following inputs internally 
1. mo 
2. T •. T, .. . .. TN _I 
3. H2. H, ..... HN_ I. HN. 
Assuming that tbe air mas. stays constant. we have a constant absolute 
humidity and tberefore a conatant dew point (T dl (Schroeder and Buck 19701. 
When the model detect. that humidity input is missing. it invokes this assump-
tion and eomputes 
Td = -398 - 74691((1n H,I - 7469/(T, + 39811 of. 
Under our assumption we can replace T, with T2 in this equation. and solve for 
H2. The model does this with all the miaaing humidities (H,I: 
H, = exp(7469(l1(Ti + 39811 - lI(Td + 39811. (E·II 
As long as the air mass is con.tant and as long as tbe T, value is kept current. 
tbe estimated humidity (H~ .hould be valid. 
Equation (E· 11 ia explained in appendix F and a reference is given there. 
These temperatures. if input as -1°F. are taken to be missing and computed 
from T I and TN by linear interpolation. Thia procedure i. moot likely to work 
well .,hen day·to-day. 1400·hour temperatures are following a steady trend and 
not subject to frontal passages (large variallonsl. 
At the beginning of a period of days. whatever initial moisture the fuel may 
have had may be unknown. If the model ia given a value of - I for mo' it will 
take this as a signal to estimate mo using T,• H" W" C,. and Ro' Correct ing T, 
and H I to fuel level. tbe model iterates tbe Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code 
to equilibrium. to obtain the value of fuel moisture (m.,) which would be at 
equilibrium with T, and H, at 1400. Now. mo is meant to represent 14(J().hour 
fuel moisture on the day berore day I of the period of interest. This procedure 
will be valid enough if 
111 The air m ... is conatant in such a way that the 14(J().hour temperature 
and humidity were conatant. or 
121 The estimation is made sufficiently far in advance of the projection day 
that errora made in the initial estimate of mo will have been corrected by subse-
quent estimate. of m with better data 13 days should be adequatel. 
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The BEHAVE program queries the user for the inputs it needs and calls our 
fuel moiature model. As said before. some variables. if unknown. can be " talked 
in" uaing categorical descriptors. These are 
1. mo 
2. C,• C ••.. .. CN and Ic) 
3. Ro' 
Thi. procedure ia likely to work all right for mo and Ro if t he propagation 
period length (NI is long (3 or more daysl. Th~ cloUt.! cover estimates can be 
very critical near tbe end of tbe period when the canopy IS sparse. BEHAVE 
b .. tbe ability to ask the user to select one of three cat.· .. lries for each of these 
inputs. 
Wind input. are not. at this tinJe. talked in. but supplied by the user. Under 
relatively sbaded conditions. windspeed is not critical. and the user can supply 
a rougb .. timats-what he believes to be the average value. 
APPENDIX F: FORMULA USED FOR HUMIDITY AND 
DEW POINT CALCULATIONS 
The "'unidity fraction of air is closely approximated by 
H 2: e/e. 
wbere 
e = vapor pressure 
e. - vapor pressure at saturation. 
In order to relate humidity to dew point IT dl for a given Lpmperature IT). the 
straightforward approach is to look up equaLions for e and e, in term. of T and 
Td. But this lead. to very cumbersome equaLions that cannot be easily solved 
for T d in terma of T and h. 
In Buck (19811. a very handy formula is given for 0 < TI OC) < 50. This is: 
InH = fJ.., (Td - T)/(Td + ..,I/(T + ..,1 IF·l l 
For temperatures in OF. this becomes 
In H - 746!1i1/(T + 3981- Ii(Td + 39811. 
Solving easily now for T d' 
Td = -398 - 7469/((ln HI - 7469/(T + J9811 OF 
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Rothermel. Richard C.: Wilson, Ralph A.: Morris. Glen A.: Sackett . Stephen S. 
Modeling moisture content of fine dead wi ldland fuels : input to the BEHAVE 
fire predic tion system. Re .. earch Paper INT·359. Ogden. UT: U.S. Department 01 
Agriculture. Forest Servl.:e. Intermountain Research Stat ion: 1986 61 p. 
Descr ibes a model for predicting moisture content of fine fuel s for use w ith 
the BEHAVE fire behavior and fuel modeling system. The model IS intended to 
meet the need lor more accurate predictions of fine fuel mois ture. particularly 
10 northern conifer stands and on days following rain . T~e model is based on 
the Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC). modified to account for solar 
heating of fuels and to predict diurnal trends in fine fuel moisture. The model 
may be initiated without extensive data on prior weather. When compared to Ihe 
FFMC ar.d the fi re behavior officers ' procedures. the new model gave conSIS ' 
lent!) beller predictions over the complete range of fuel conditions. 
KEYWORDS: luel mOisture, fine luels. model. lire behavior, diurnal solar. shade 
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